
PRESCHOOL WRITING ACTIVITIES WORKSHEETS

Give your child a boost using our free, printable Preschool writing worksheets.

We use crayons, markers â€” any writing tool will work. Grab Your Set Ready to get working on writing?
These free pre-writing worksheets give kids practice with common strokes that are found in letters, and can be
used in different ways! The Drawings Worksheets have a variety of options to choose from. You could also
send them home for practice or use them as centers or in small groups. Plus, my kids LOVE when I bring out
the dry erase markers â€” for some reason that makes every task instantly more enjoyable! Take breaks, when
necessary. All children develop as individuals. We trace curves, diagonals, zig-zags, and more! Then, for
TONS of ready to go Pre-K and Kindergarten fun, grab our math and literacy centers to have planned
activities at your fingertips all year long! There are 13 pages of pre-writing worksheets! Sing songs, read
stories or watch shows with a similar theme as the worksheet you choose to supplement the project - again
focusing on extra activities that the child enjoys to help keep them motivated. Choose a time of day when you
and the child are relaxed. If an aspect of a project is frustrating to the child, provide assistance - try to keep
things fun. This lets me use them during Daily 5 or in small groups over and over again without needing
endless copies! They also love making the pages colorful. Dynamic Lines Worksheets:. For some added fun,
and to save on paper, I put the pre-writing worksheets in dry erase pockets. Encourage them to draw their line
from left to right to mimic the process of printing from left to right. Provide rewards verbal encouragement,
gold stars on " chore chart " checklists or awards for tasks that have been mastered and change up the rewards
when needed. Don't underestimate the "reward value" of one-on-one time with a loved grown up! Grab your
copy of the pre-writing tracing sheets by clicking the yellow button below. Printable Worksheets The "lines"
worksheets come up with a different set of images each time you load them for unlimited worksheets. Plus,
they are still getting practice with pencil grip, but it just is more fun to see marker or crayon strokes show up
than pencil! Some of my students may already write, however I find that practice with common strokes can
really help their neatness and letter formation down the road. Parents and caregivers should use the age ratings
below as a general guideline, taking the abilities, temperament and interests of their children into account.
Before kids can form letters, they need to practice using writing tools and making basic writing strokes.
Children should trace the line from left to right to match the animal to its habitat.


